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Dissertation topic

In her dissertation doctoral candidate Antonija lvancan deals with regulation of copyright legal matters within the EU internal market

law, with special focus on the non-economic objectives within the provisions on limitations and exceptions to the copyright or related

rights. She showed that non-economic objectives, such as promotion of learning and dissemination of culture, enjoy status secondary

to that of economic objective of ensuring appropriate reward for the rightholders.

The structure, research question and methodology

The doctoral dissertation has 307 pages. The text of the dissertation is preceded by a note on the dissertation supervisors, summary

of the dissertation with a list of keywords, extended summary and keywords in Croatian, and the table of contents. Following the text

are bibliography and list of sources, and the doctoral candidate's resume.

The dissertation consists of two parts: I. Creativity, Creative Process and Copyright and II. EU Copyright Law. Those parts are further

divided in six chapters: I. Introduction, II. Creativity, the Author and Copyright Law, III. The Social Dialogue, IV. EU Copyright Law, V.

Limitations and Exceptions to Copyright and Related Rights for Education Purpose and VI. Conclusion.

The general question that this dissertation explores is how and to what extent the European Union safeguards the social dialogue and

circulation of knowledge and ideas in the educational environment when regulating the internal market regarding copyright and

related rights.

In the hypothesis the doctoral candidate presupposes that due to the fact that copyright law developed within the framework of

internal market law, the economic objectives of copyright legal regulation have advantage over numerous non-economic objectives. In

that sense the doctoral candidate expected to determine that ensuring social dialogue and circulation of knowledge and ideas are not

EU's primary concern when regulating copyright matters.

To answer the research question the dissertation provides an analysis of EU intemal market legal frameworks in which the position of

non-economic objectives and concerns was evaluated in order to finally determine the position of ensuring social dialogue. However,

prior to the legal analysis, the dissertation approached the notion of the social dialogue first. The dissertation identified the notion of

social dialogue as gaining unprotected ideas through experience of creative works. Namely, its starting position was primarily viewing

creative works as media through which ideas and information is transmitted rather than mere goods on the market.

In the second chapter the dissertation approached the notion of social dialogue from the creator's perspective. It viewed it as one of

the essential prerequisites of ensuring creativity. Namely, through the analysis of the creative process in which the creator plays a

central figure, the dissertation made use of the existing findings from social sciences, which marked the importance of creator's

previous experience and sociocultural influence on his/her creativity. It highlighted the cumulative nature of creativity both in art and

science and showed the importance of knowledge of previous authors together with the social influences by providing a historical

overview of the literary author. Such findings were contrasted with the legal notions of author and originality of the work in order to

point out the lack of recognition of such cumulative nature embedded in the copyright protected works.

In the third chapter the doctoral candidate approached the notion of social dialogue from the perspective of users. It viewed the notion

beyond the function of incentivising creativity, yet as a contributor to social and individual progress. Namely, she pointed out that

creative works are inevitably media of information and that in the educational environment such media are necessary to rightfully

perform functions entrusted to the educational systems.

Following those findings, the fourth chapter contains an analysis of EU Copyright Law. Due to the specific development of EU legal
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norms on copyright and related rights legal matters, the doctoral candidate decided to analyse the legal frameworks in two

chronological phases. The choice of analysis has been made in such manner since those phases correspond to two market

integration techniques (positive and negative market integration) within which copyright legal matters developed on the EU level.

Namely, the term EU Copyright Law has been understood as an intemal market legislation regulating copyright or related rights' legal

matters together with the Court of Justice of the EU jurisprudence on the matter. Moreover, those two phases also correspond to two

intertwined, but differing constitutional legal frameworks which require separate analysis in order to rightfully assess the

methodological placement of the non-legal notion of social dialogue within the educational environment.

The dissertation provided a critical analysis of both phases before analysing the placement of the non-economic objectives, including

the social dialogue. Namely, it pointed out that within the negative market integration the CJEU rarely followed the usual internal

market structure which encompassed the analysis of whether a national measure falls within the scope of the fundamental market

freedom and if it does, whether it proportionately pursues the legitimate aim. Instead it developed new principles which now form

foundational principles of EU copyright law. One of such principles that the dissertation heavily criticises is the specific subject matter

of the copyright and related rights protection. Namely, the doctoral candidate emphasises that by offering circular definition without

taking into account the policy reasons, the non-economic sphere of creative works, such as ensuring access for the social dialogue

and the circulation of knowledge and ideas, is left with very little place for consideration. The purpose of protection is limited only to

commercial exploitation through grant of licenses and within such framework, the doctoral candidate argues that there is no answer if

a socially desirable activity would be upheld even if it embarked on the possibility of commercial exploitation.

In the second phase, the analysis shifted to the positive integration and enactment of legislative acts on the basis of Article 114 of the

Treaty of the Functioning of the EU. Such legislative acts represent piecemeal approach to regulating copyright legal matters. For that

reason, the doctoral candidate analysed the frameworks by identifying six different levels/parts of the internal market as regulated by

the directives and regulations. Those six levels of internal market represent differing internal markets (as legal and political concepts

determined by slightly differing legal and policy choices regarding the specific type of the work). Such approach was taken as it was

more suitable to analyse the position and consideration of the social dialogue within it because different norms were enacted, and

different policy choices were taken when enacting legislation.

Moreover, in order to approach the problem of methodological placement of ensuring social dialogue within such internal markets, the

analysis of the position of non-economic objectives such as dissemination of culture and promotion of knowledge was assessed and

juxtaposed to the economic objectives which are primarily concerned with the control of the use of the creative work. The research

encompassed all of the legislation acts relevant for specific internal market and all of the judgments of the CJEU involving

interpretation of legal provisions contained in such acts. For the purpose of better understanding the position and the intention of the

legislator, explanatory memoranda were also taken into account. The acts were analysed in two-fold way. Firstly, by classifying the

objectives as economic and non-economic. Namely, economic were considered objectives that have economic efficiency as their

primary concern. Economic efficiency is considered as notion in which production of goods and services maximises the total surplus

of benefits over costs. Non-economic objectives, on the other hand, do not pursue the economic efficiency as their main concern

regardless of whether they produce certain economic effect. Secondly, the position of such objectives and the tools aimed for their

achievement was analysed and critically evaluated in order to see their correlation.

After conducting such analysis, the doctoral candidate points out that again the economic objectives prevail and that the possibility of

ensuring non-economic objective, including social dialogue within the educational environment, depends on the economic impact

such objective might have. Namely, if the economic impact is greater, there will be higher need to stricter interpretation of provision

ensuring such objective (predominately provision on limitations and exceptions) which also might result at the regulation on the EU
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